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inequalities and xenophobia within Norway’s diversity, the tropes of noir literature render 
the Norwegian noir novel a tool of social critique.

Funnily enough, the book’s strength is to illustrate how linking noir and Nordic actu-
ally renders each more ambiguous, rather than simplifying or stabilizing either. Authors var-
iously use the terms noir, crime novel, thriller, roman noir, and police procedural; similarly, 
terms like north and Nordic denote di!erent regions according to the author. "e varied 
terms, even when their usages con#ict within a section, are the point of the collection. "e 
underlying argument that these questions of genre, region, and terminology are open, not 
yet foreclosed, reinforces the dynamism of the genre and its criticism.

—Clare Rolens
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Watchers of the BBC’s television series Killing Eve know that, even with both MI5 and 
MI6 agents at the helm, the show’s most compelling character was the villain, Villanelle 
(played by Jodie Comer). By the end of the series, there was arguably no di!erence between 
the assassin and the sleuths who pursued her. Although Sarah Hagelin and Gillian Silver-
man’s !e New Female Antihero is about American television and thus not about Killing Eve, 
it understands that ours is an age of disruptive women. "e antihero is having her moment, 
Hagelin and Silverman argue, but they remind us that the female hero has always been “an 
oxymoron”: “women are not expected to rescue society,” but rather “demonstrate its values 
and commitments” (2–3). "e heroic has traditionally been a category better suited to men. 
Female characters have thus always had one foot in the “transgressive category of the anti-
hero” (3).

Hagelin and Silverman, however, are noticing a trend over the past 10 years that goes 
beyond transgression. Historically, women on TV have “ful*lled a  pro-social function: they 
bring people together; they smooth interactions; they domesticate the foreign or unfamil-
iar” (203). Even as female sleuths have always been disruptive, they also o+en ful*ll the 
 pro-social function of restoring a kind of order. !e New Female Antihero zeroes in on 
women who don’t. "ese characters don’t want it all; they “reject the responsibility of shep-
herding broken men and a beleaguered economy into the 21st century,” and they might, 
instead, want “raw naked power . . . or even worse, absolutely nothing” (xii). "is is not a 
work exclusively about mysteries. Indeed, its chapters range from spy thrillers like Home-
land and !e Americans to comedies like Broad City and Insecure. But the book poses inter-
esting questions for the genre of detective *ction about work, feminism, and justice.

Carrie Mathison (played by Claire Danes), the CIA agent at the center of Showtime’s 
Homeland (2011–20), is both “exceedingly good at her job” and “characterized by excess 
instead of control” (95). She was also exceedingly criticized by TV critics and viewers for 
preferring work over motherhood. Hagelin and Silverman explore the tensions between 
a female agent’s protection of the “Homeland” and her destruction of multiple home lives 


